A REPORT ON TWO WEEK INDUCTION AND ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR I YEAR
STUDENTS
Duration :- 01.08.2018 – 15.08.2018

Venue: PIET Campus

OBJECTIVE:

RTU proposed a 2-week long induction program for the students entering the engineering institutions under
RTU, right at the start. The programme started from 1st August 2018. Its purpose is to make the students feel
comfortable in their new environment, open them up, set a healthy daily routine, create bonding in the batch
as well as between faculty and students, develop awareness, sensitivity and understanding of the self, people
around them, society at large, and nature. The time during the Induction Program is also used to rectify some
critical lacunas, for example, English background, for those students who have deficiency in it.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION:
At the point when new students enter an Institution, they accompany differing considerations, foundations and
arrangements. It is vital to help them adjust, adapt and involve in accordance with the new conditions and
teach them the ethos of the foundation with a feeling of bigger reason. In such manner, Department of I Year,
Poornima Institute of Engineering and Technology (PIET), Jaipur has arranged two weeks "Induction and
Orientation Program for B.Tech I Year Students" beginning from first August 2018 to fifteenth August 2018.
The aim for this induction program is Skill Enhancement and Self-Exploration of the new students. The
proposition was set by AICTE and actualized by RTU in its affiliated colleges. The Different Programs and
exercises

of the program incorporates Creative Arts, Universal Human Values, Physical Activities,

Proficiency Module, Literary Activities, Familiarization of the Subject, Lecture by Eminent Speakers and
Visit to Local places and Industries.
WELCOME OF FIRST YEAR STUDENTS:
Day 1 of Induction Program began with enrollment of new students at Arbuda Convention Center. The
Orientation program began with the same custom of Poornima Institute of Engineering and Technology ever
since its beginning in the year 2007, the Tilak Ceremony as a segment of the welcome of new students.
Sh. Rahul Singhi, Director, Poornima Group and other dignitaries were welcomed by the anchors of the
program, they introduced the 2-week Induction Program and informed the gathering about the thought
process, motive, significance and centrality for organizing this program.
Sh. Rahul Singhi, Director, Poornima Group addressed the Budding Engineers with his encouraging words of
wisdom and enlightens them about the voyage of Poornima Foundation. He dynamited and motivated the
students with some activities of Leadership and Team Building. He highlighted upon the importance of
discipline, time management, and balance of work life.

He gave the profound knowledge and information about different activities which are held in Poornima
related with clubs, placements and sports and games, required foroverall personality development and
improvement. He emphasized upon the students’ involvement in AIESEC activities and opportunities for
foreign internships.
He also encouraged the students to have laborious attitude to fulfill their dreams and aim at their goals during
their four years of engineering program.
The following session was a Literary Activity, named 'Let us Know' organized by senior students under the
direction of faculty members to make the new students feel connected and comfortable. The aim for
conducting this activity was to become more friendly and accepting with the environment and people in their
new phase of life. It included Knowing side interests, foundation, and future point of view and some exchange
of thoughts on motivational videos. Students took an interest and involved themselves excitedly in all
exercises.
The First day was fruitful and successful with the insight of knowledge.
INAUGURAL OF ORIENTATION PROGRAM
Poornima Group of Colleges marked day of orientation program as the inaugural day. Arbuda Convention
Center staged the inaugural ceremony for B.Tech I Year students of all branches. The orientation program
started with the welcome of dignitaries.
The students got the chance to have an immediate interaction with Mr. Atin Jain, Principal Officer and
Managing Director of Westford Insurance Brokers and Risk Managers Pvt. Ltd and the face of YUVA. Mr.
Atin featured aspects of the program YUVA, which is a youth leadership development initiative of Young
Indians, under the aegis of the Confederation of Indian Industry.
The orientation session comprised of glorious words, motivational videos, fluorescent encounters and
numerous different systems to become an astounding engineer.
Sh. Shashikant Singhi, Chairman, Poornima Foundation shared the insider facts of glad and effective life and
additionally the strategies for working hard with strong resolve. The students were profited with the
significant experience and information shared during the event. The stage was then taken over by Mr. Vinay
Modi, Director PT Education. The motivational address by Mr. Modi, filled the hall with unparalleled vitality.
He briefed the students about the contemporary market situation concerning jobs, job opportunities, job
profiles, innovations, technologies, creativity, marketing and dynamicity of trends. The program concluded
smoothly and after the completion of sessions the students left for their classes.
Magnetic Cultural performances and presentations by Poornimites added colour to the whole ceremony.

EXPERT TALKS:
Day two of the Induction Program was set apart by guest lecture of Dr. Sanjay Palnitkar, the Technical
Director of Aqura Labs Pvt. Ltd. Jaipur.
Dr. Sanjay is a famous environmentalist and holds an experience of 32 years. He is a NABET Accredited EIA
Coordinator for Chemical fertilizer; Oil and Gas Transportation pipeline. He has been Principal consultant of
EIA/EMP studies for Risk Assessment and safety in mining of Limestone, Soapstone, Quartz and Silica. He
has worked on Solid Waste Management system at Gujarat Earthquake Rehabilitation sites for Six Towns. He
is a master in Solid Waste Management (Municipal, Industrial, Hazardous Wastes).
The session was conveyed with accuracy by the recognized speaker. Dr. Sanjay interacted with the students to
find out about their present knowledge status to convey the lecture in the accordance of their knowledge. Sir,
talked about the present advances and technologies that are being utilized and about the future innovations to
be introduced. With the assistance of a power point presentation, concepts identifying with Engineering and
Management including artificial intelligence, and utilization of the same in the general public were talked
about.
The two hour interactive session helped the students to get an understanding of the future with the assistance
of Dr. Sanjay's proficient presentation. Students' doubts were addressed and clarified during the questionanswer round.
A token of appreciation and gratitude was presented to Dr. Sanjay Palnitkar by Dr. Rekha Nair, Dean First
Year for his incredible presence and interaction.
A distinct session was organized for the first year students. The session was led by Mr. Amit Jain, who is very
known for accomplishing name and fame at an early age because of his dedication. Mr. Jain is at present
connected with Metacube from past 11 years and holds an experience of 13+ years. He has worked as a
software engineer in a wide variety of web, windows and windows mobile applications. Mr. Jain has
experience in a number of domains like Content Management System, E-Commerce, CRM using Sales Force,
Mobile applications, Learning Management System (LMS), Taxation and so forth.
The interactive session continued for two hours, where the new first year students had various inquiries and
the same were attended and replied by Mr. Amit. Every question of students identified with the headway of
profession, learning of new languages and usage of the same for all intents and purposes were cleared.
INTRODUCING MENTOR/TUTOR:
According to Poornima Philosophy, the role and responsibility of tutor/ mentor is understood and
communicated. Tutor is friend, Philosopher and guide. Interaction with students was to familiarize students
with Poornima Policies and to make them aware of the role of that of a tutor.

INTRODUCING PROTOCOLS:
The program additionally included extraordinary interactive sessions

for the students. These sessions

incorporated Directors' interaction with the students. Dr. Om Prakash Sharma, Dr. Ajay Kumar Bansal, Dr.
Pankaj Dhemla, furnished the students with extremely valuable information. Senior faculties' interaction with
the students was also a part of the day, where Dr. Rekha Nair (Dean I Year), Mr. Rajiv David (Chief Proctor),
Mr. AshwiniLata (Dean Hostels) and Ms. Pooja Sharma (HOD, I Year); collaborated with the students and
bestowed them with their guidance and direction.
The Induction Program included one subject introduction class for each group. Later in the day there were
continuation of sessions of the Directors' Interactions (Dr. Ajay Bansal, Dr. Pankaj Dhemla, Dr. O.P.
Sharma, Mr. Rajiv David, Mr. Ashwini Lata and Dipti Lodha ma'am) and Senior Faculties' interaction with
the students, schemed in a way that each group gets the opportunity to interact with each of the interacting
dignitaries.
Subject introduction session for every group; aimed for expanding the subject appreciation of the students.
There were alsol Lab introductions for the students.
In the session on Human Values, the "role of a Leader" was the focus area. For a student it is exceptionally
important to comprehend significance of good leadership and its effects for the accomplishment of an
organization. A film named "Nil Bate Sannata" was played for the students. This motion picture is vital from
the viewpoint of the estimation of clear vision, inspiration, teammates, direction, trustworthiness, trust and
diligent work. A discourse of these qualities was likewise a piece of the session. Faculty members persuaded
the students to soak up the qualities to be an effective individual throughout their lives.
Amid the day, students had an opportunity to interact with the Directors and senior faculties.
In these sessions, students were bestowed with profitable information and Knowledge of extraordinary
significance. Dr. Mahesh Bundele was invited to have an interactive session with the students on the
significance of Research and its system and criticalness.
SESSIONS ON HUMAN VALUES, CREATIVE ARTS, LITERARY ACTIVITY, PROFICIENCY
MODULE & SPORTS:
The Induction Program of day three onwards would have liked to cross over any barrier by giving the new
students, the chance to recognize their own talents, skills and interests and furthermore instill in them a
comprehension and feeling of obligation towards their objectives in life.
A lot of attention was paid on building confidence and boosting imagination through disciplines activities like
"Self Esteem Boosting", taking up some Creative arts, Literary activity i.e. Skit which empowers and

encourage more noteworthy and conscious human Interaction and class bonding with brief group discussion
with faculty, and talks by prominent speakers.
The proficiency module was utilized to conquer basic lacunas that students may have, for instance, English
and computer commonality among others. The students have beaten the lacunas and fears considerably. We
hope that issues emerging because of absence of English abilities, wherein students begin falling behind or
failing in a few subjects, for no fault of theirs, would, probably, turn into a relic of past times. The sessions
were generally welcomed by the students.
A Proficiency Module including Role Play as an activity was carried out for the students of all the branches. It
helped them to improve their communication skills, presentation, expand their imagination and furthermore
overcome their stage fear.
The Creative Arts session was directed which included stories and poem recitation, songs, dance, drawing and
hands on practice. Students also prepared a Skit with the assistance of the faculty members. This session
helped them in brushing their innovativeness and identity. This likewise expanded the communication,
holding, collaboration among the students.
Students involved themselves in Creative Arts activities; which were poems and stories, drama, songs, dance,
drawing and hands on work ; as per their interests. These exercises helped students to explore their gifts and
work on their intrigued fields of inventiveness. Additionally, these exercises improved the level of association
among the students. These exercises were intended to draw out the best in each student, guaranteeing their
cooperation. Many groups went ahead with' Creative Arts', according to the interests of the students, like,
Recitation of Poems, Narration of the short stories, Dance, singing, Drawing and Hands on Practice.
With the motive of improving and enhancing the overall aptitudes and understanding abilities of the students
a film, "October Sky", was shown to the rest of the groups. It is a film that instructs a few ethics, and teaching.
One of the fundamental learning from the motion picture is that you should never abandon a dream, regardless
of how difficult it appears to reach. The motion picture instructs this learning by indicating Homer, the lead
character, endeavoring to be fruitful by setting off for college and landing in decent job. All through the
motion picture he has different things to beat, for example, being in a mining town, not being great at football,
and being obstructed by his father was shown to the students. Students learnt the significance of dedication
and hard work in life and strong Will Power.
Later on, the motion picture review session was conducted by the students under the direction of the faculty
members to enhance the relational abilities and furthermore vocabulary building.
Interaction of students with Ms,Nima Shukla, explained the opportunities available, online resources and
journal likewise ended up being exceptionally useful.Several sports activities were planned and conducted in
the hostel.Students understood the value of physical health for their overall develpment

JAIPUR VISIT:
Students of first year were taken for a visit to Amber Fort, Jal Mahal, Kanak Ghati and Jain Mandir. With full
and pizzazz the students filled with eagerness and enthusiasm boarded on the transports concerned. On
reaching the destinations, the students charitably explored and investigated the charming excellence and
bounties of Jaipur city. In the lap of nature the students explored the historical structures of Jaipur and create
new perspectives of creative vision keeping environment in mind. The day was well spent appreciating, and
cooperating with each other.
The visit was a noteworthy one and it spurred the students to become environment friendly and to keep up
tidiness around them. It was an awesome open door for all the students to reinforce their bonds and everyone
came back to the college vitalized.
INDUSTRIAL VISITS:
Student groups went for Industrial visits for industry exposure. Industrial visits were to DainikBhaskar, Jaipur
Metro, Autopal (Sitapura) and Construction site (Kanota). These visits made the students keener towards the
working of ventures and furthermore helped them elucidate their questions under the supervision of the field
specialists. The visits were led and monitored by the faculty coordinators
INTRODUCING LABS & SUBJECTS:
Subject introduction session for the groups helped the students to build a comprehension of the core subjects
which will help them in their future years in B. Tech.
The Induction Program included with the lectures by respective faculty members on "Importance of the
Subject". Afterward, the students were split in groups; three groups

INTRODUCTION OF OTHER PROGRAMS& INTERACTION WITH SENIOR STUDENTS:
Students of First year went to Writer's Voice Society's Orientation Program. Writer's Voice Society a very
famous and renowned organization in the field of literature and writing has been leading outstanding Open
Mics all over Jaipur. There, students could comprehend the different dimensions engaged with experimental
and creative writing. It turned out to be exceptionally motivational for all the sharp and imaginative
personalities having abilities in Poetry, Storytelling and Stand-up Comedy. Students interacted with the
"AIESEC" interns visiting the campus from various parts of the world. This was an enriching open door for
the budding engineers to have a global exposure of the interning frameworks running in various parts of the
world. Students were introduced to various clubs and also interacted with senior students.

CONCLUSION:
The two weeks Induction program was marked fruitful and successful for the students. The different modules
and activities helped them to explore various layers of their own personalities. Also, the same will be a deep
rooted learning for them for their lives.
According to the feedback session held on the last day of the Induction program 2018-19.The result of the
Induction Program was exceptional as found in the feedback forms and the verbal Interaction by the higher
authorities of Poornima Group. They additionally paid their appreciation and gratitude to RTU and AICTE for
getting this program organized in RTU affiliated Colleges. The two week program was an extraordinary
learning for the students, it helped them to construct certainty and confidence and furthermore in defining
goals the correct way and how to accomplish these objectives by functioning smart and with zeal. During the
program the students have upgraded and enhanced their relational abilities, communication skills and alternate
aptitudes important to address the difficulties and to be a successful individual in life also. Session on Human
Values propelled the students to be a genuine person by knowing the values of trust, Affection, Sympathy,
and Empathy and to be of some assistance to the destitute and as a youth how they can contribute in the
advancement of the nation.
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